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ABSTRACT

This project is about design and implementation mobile robot kit that purpose to education. This mobile robot is capable to differentiate color lines. Microcontroller is use to control all the robot movement depend on the programming. The concept is the LDR sensors differentiate color lines based on color lines resistance. Two LDR sensors are use as an input that send signal to microcontroller to be processed. The compilation of output is showed by an application to a mobile robot which is moves due to the compilation of signal send by LDR sensors. Signal that come from PIC will control the wheel spin with the help of H-bridge and motor. Finally, this project has completed after a string of hardwork and energy done. The objectives achieved and robot capable to differentiate color lines and moved according to program. As for conclusion, Light Dependant Resistor (LDR) can be used to differentiate different color lines with different sensitivity levels.
ABSTRAK
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Building a simple line following robot is a good entry point into the world of autonomous robotics. When developing a mobile robot, we can apply the principles of robotics. This project aim is to build a robot, controlled by a PIC microcontroller that able to perform the required tasks and instruction. The purpose of this project is to implement Light Dependant Resistor (LDR) on a mobile robot to differentiate color lines.

Line following robot is a combination of hardware and software parts. Hardware parts are sensor circuit, microcontroller circuit, voltage regulator circuit, motor driver circuit, chassis and wheels. Software parts are simulation software and programming software using C language.

Combination of hardware and software parts will produce a mobile robot that able to implement the tasks and programs structured.
1.2 Project Objectives

To achieve the requirements, I lined up several objectives of this project:

1. To design and built mobile robot using LDR sensor and analyze the outcome of the project.
2. By developing sensors, hardware and software, the project enables us to get a deeper understanding of what is required in the design of a mobile robot.
3. Expose students on how Programmable Integrated Controller (PIC) functioning as a logic control in robot design.
1.3 Project Scope

In general this project scopes are:

- Design circuit for:
  - LDR sensor
  - PIC microcontroller
  - Motor Driver
- Write program for microcontroller system.
- Circuit simulation using Proteus.
- Combine hardware and software part to combine a mobile robot.
- Present project result and analysis.

If there any problem or error in the robot operation, researches and experiments will be do again and robot design will be modified to achieve the expected results.
1.4 Problem Statement

Nowadays, line follower mobile robots used for education purpose are to be in the market. The implementation of this mobile robot can solved student’s problems in order to learn and studying how to create and design mobile robot. Students also get expose on how to connect Programmable Integrated Controller (PIC) to electronic components such as sensors, motor circuit, and so on. The application of control system also can be learn with this mobile robot project. This project also embraces relevantness of Light Dependant Sensor (LDR) usage in industrial applications nowadays.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Title : Simple Line Follower Robot
Author: Murat Dilaver Vural
: Atilim University, Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering.

This project serves as a short term summer practice project for undergraduate engineering students in Atilim University. The purposes of this project are to allow the students to design and implement a model or a complete electromechanical system involving both mechanical and electrical hardware as well as software component that has a great educational value. This project objective is to develop and implement a robot which can follow a curve drawn on a surface with contrasting color, such as a black curve on a white surface.

The hardware design for this project is divided into several units that first can be tested or implemented separately and then combined together. These units are components needed in any basic design and implementation:

- Processing unit
- Mobility unit
- Sensory unit
- RS232 communication unit